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Splunk recently entered the financial markets as a publicly traded company (NASDAQ: SPLK) and also entered a new phase in its corporate growth. Splunk combines the power of search and discovery with analytics on data generated by IT systems, that they call machine data, and provide insight for a new generation of operational intelligence that helps everyone in IT including the CIO determine the efficiency of its systems that support business. The company has built a platform that can index data on a large scale ("big data") for rapid analysis and search. They also through its analytics provide the ability to perform visual and data discovery which is critical to reduce the time to determining unknown issues in existing IT systems. This helps IT staff ascertain not just the performance but the efficiency of systems that operate on a 24-by-7 basis. Splunk’s software operates in real time, surpassing the traditional methods of applying business intelligence against a data warehouse – a practice that’s ineffective for use in IT, where time is not the CIO’s friend when it comes to understanding issues or opportunities for improvement. Splunk has grown rapidly, partly because it's simple to download and try, and then to license for use in production. It has more than 3,300 licensed customers in 75 countries. The management team is led by CEO Godfrey Sullivan, who has experience and a track record at companies such as Hyperion.

Where is Splunk finding its opportunity? IT organizations have been like the cobbler’s children who have no shoes. While they deliver applications and technology to business, IT departments seldom have time to analyze and optimize their own processes, systems, applications and projects. While this might sound counterintuitive, it is true. Almost seven years ago, I started investigating whether performance management being applied elsewhere in a business was occurring in IT. I discovered that CIOs lack critical tools to define goals and track the performance of their people and machines. Our IT Performance Management benchmark research identified lack of resources, budget and awareness as major contributing factors to this situation. It also showed that organizations that deploying appropriate tools were increasing IT effectiveness and supporting the needs of business more efficiently. Machine data or files were the top data source within 43 percent of IT organizations, and balancing loads between networks and servers, doing root cause analysis and doing impact analysis were key tasks in at least 52 percent of them. Splunk, which addresses this niche, has had significant growth over the last three years even though economic conditions have been shaky.

Our analysis of Splunk’s latest release of software, version 4.3, found a series of advancements, including supporting access from tablets such as Apple’s iPad, support for data in cloud-based applications and the ability to operate in VMware environments, making it easier to deploy Splunk in the cloud. This version expands the enterprise scale of the platform, supporting more concurrent users and faster search. Users can preview machine data then start indexing against it for further discovery and analytics. These are all critical tasks as Splunk becomes a platform for harvesting machine data for search and discovery across the IT organization. Splunk must continue to expand its footprint with more collaborative capabilities to help IT understand issues and opportunities where analytics on
the machine data are the starting point for dialogue and action. Introducing more collaborative capabilities and the ability to correlate data toward actions and notifications will help Splunk further differentiate its technology.

Since our analysis, Splunk has continued to support new machine data environments, including Hadoop. It can run MapReduce queries against data in Hadoop and then bring the data into Splunk for analysis. Our benchmark research into Hadoop and Information Management found that users of Hadoop are most often focused on integrating machine data from application and Web logs with the events and network monitoring data that Splunk is designed to address. Hadoop users need to analyze data much faster than others, with 77 percent of organizations indicating they need analysis within a day and 25 percent within an hour. One challenge for organizations using Hadoop is staffing and training; Splunk addresses those obstacles with a tool that is easier to use than creating custom programs, and it provides real-time and integration features, each sought by two-thirds of organizations. The growth of Hadoop comes from the need to address big data needs but also the simple access to download the software and then use it which is also what Splunk does with its download to use its software.

Splunk has a promising opportunity in the market, considering the size of IT spending on technology every year and the legacy of applications and systems that must be optimized for business use. Also, as IT organizations continue to advance their IT security and compliance and increase their use of cloud computing, the need not just to monitor but to analyze and act on issues and opportunities grows larger. Our last benchmark research on Operational Intelligence in IT found that IT has prioritized to manage IT performance through metrics in 71 percent of organizations, and more than half (58%) plan to improve their IT organization’s responsiveness. The research found more than half of organizations have at least 11 information sources to routinely interact with, which is part of why Splunk fits these needs on machine data. Splunk has little competition, with IT management software vendors like Computer Associates, Hewlett-Packard, IBM and Oracle providing little innovation or capabilities to address operational intelligence needs through discovery and analysis of machine data in IT. Eventually they or others will realize their shortcomings, but at that point I would expect to see Splunk be significantly larger with an expanded portfolio of capabilities for meeting a CIO’s need to truly become an information officer of his own IT organization.
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